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Abstract 
I discuss the possibility that the difference in the measured Hubble constant H0 between 
the current, Late, and the z ~1100, Early, epochs is due to the emergence in between of a 
new particle. I connect that difference with a change in the effective cosmological 
constant observed by CDM, which is induced by the energy density of the vacuum of 
the field of the new particle. Then I try to provide the main characteristics of the particle, 
boson vs fermion and mass, using the measured change in H0 and a Lorentz invariant 
regularization of the energy density of vacuum, which relates it to such characteristics. 
The result indicates that a boson of mass in the range of few meV emerged. A QCD 
post-inflation cosmological axion in this mass range is allowed by recent analysis and its 
detection may be attempted according to recent experimental proposals. 
  
 
 
1.Introduction 
The difference between the local - Late - measurement of the Hubble constant and the - 
Early - value from CDM has reached the level of 4.4 and, among new physics 
possibilities, additional particles and/or dark-energy changes are advanced as possible 
causes [1]. 
  
Here I consider the possibility that the difference in the measured Hubble constant 
between the z ~ 0, Late, and the z ~1100, Early, epochs is due to the emergence in 
between of a new particle, and connect that difference with a change in the energy 
density of vacuum, due to the field of the new particle, which in turn induces the change 
in the effective cosmological constant eff of CDM, implied by the change in H0.   
 
Then I find possible to characterize such a putative new particle by looking how mass 
and statistics can be related to the value of the induced vacuum energy density.  
In fact Visser [2] recently discussed at length, quoting all the old and recent literature 
concerned, how Lorentz invariance gives a definite and finite and cutoff-independent 
estimate of the zero-point energy contributions of the vacuum of the fields of Standard 
Model, SM, particles. The estimate is at variance with the one more commonly found 
still in recent literature, which asks for a high energy cutoff at the Planck scale, as this 
one is seen misleading. I particular not only it violates Lorentz invariance, but also gives 
the wrong equation of state for the vacuum energy density [3]. The regularization of ref 
[2], by contrast not only is Lorentz invariant, but gives also the correct equation of state 
for the vacuum.   
2. The proposal     
Here I propose a solution to the "H0 tension conundrum", by forwarding that between 
Early and Late epochs a new particle emerged. Quantities will be labeled with "E" and 
"L", when they refer respectively to the Early and Late epochs defined in ref [1] and SI 
units are used. 
 
The regularization of ref [2] provides a relation for the energy density and pressure of 
the vacuum of the particles, as a sum over (positive) bosonic and (negative) fermionic 
mass contributions, with logarithmic terms containing a mass scale . In the form used 
in [3,4] for a simplified estimate, it reads as in eq (1) where c is the velocity of light, ħ 
the Planck constant, mi the mass of the i-particle and ni the corresponding degrees of 
freedom  
(1)  v = ±(c/ħ)
3∑ini(mi
4
/64π2) ln(mi/)
 
 
The mass scale  needed for regularization must be fixed to get the finite contribution of 
the particles [3,4]. It is the only parameter not coming in an obvious way from 
well-established physics. The only indication is that the mass scale  must be below the 
Planck mass scale, because the regularization at that mass scale must be discarded as 
unphysical, for the reasons noted above. 
I assume that from eq (1) I can get correctly the changes v of the vacuum energy 
density in the case of a change m of the particle density over cosmic time. I include in 
m all possible particles making up for the matter which gravitates and thus must enter 
the CDM model.   
 
On the other hand, the difference between Late and Early measurements of the Hubble 
constant implies a difference Leff - 

eff in the rate of expansion of the Universe, Late 
vs Early epochs, as represented in theCDM model by the observed “effective” 
cosmological constant eff ~ + 1.1 10
−52
 m
−2
. To connect Leff - 

eff to v, I assume 
that v induces in the eff a vacuum contribution v = (8G/c
2
) v. I emphasize that I 
have no need to enter the issue if the eff would come from a combination of a bare 
cosmological constant B, as in the so called semiclassical gravity, or if it originates 
from some other – yet unknown - mechanism. I only need to keep distinct B, should it 
be there or not and/or whatever it is, from the v due to vacuum, and assume of course 
that B does not suffer any change between the Early and Late epochs. This assumption 
is reasonable as, according to classical General Relativity, GR, the two constants 
allowed by the theory - the gravitational G and the cosmological B - are eternal and 
unchanging since GR emerged. Just as well I never need the total value of v, which can 
be evaluated from eq (1) for SM particles, but I will use eq (1) to evaluate only changes 
in v should a new particle be added. 
 
So I take that, as v contributes to the observed eff, then the changes in eff give 
directly the changes in v. The two distinct H0,L and H0,E entail that we have two 
distincteff
E
 and eff
L
, and thus two distinct  v
E
 and v
L
, that isLeff - 

eff = 
L
v - 

v. 
As v is related to v as above, the difference 
L
v - 

v is directly related to the change 
v in vacuum energy density, which, according to this proposal was induced by the 
emergence of the new particle. So from eq (1) I am able to get main characteristics, 
boson or fermion and mass mX, of the particle which emerged in between the two 
cosmic epochs.  
According to the spatially flat CDM model the squared Hubble constant as a function 
of the redshift z, H
2
(z), is fittted to eq (2) below to get H[z=0] = H0, where the s have 
the usual expression (below as a function of cosmic time t) and I have been neglecting 
the radiation contribution r ~ 0 both for the Late and for Early epochs [5] 
 (2)   H
2
(z) = H0
2
 [m0(1+z)
3
 + 
the subscript “0” indicates the present cosmic time, the Late one in this context. Now 
attention must be paid to the fact that the Early and Late H0s are fits to eq (2) “anchored” 
to different ranges of z, which are z ~ 0 (more precisely z <0.01 for Late) and z ~ 1100 
for Early, and in fact two distinct H0,L and H0,E are “seen” from the different perspectives 
[1].  
At any cosmic time t, within the above assumptions, it is - for a flat radiationless 
Universe as in eq (2) 
(3) m(t) + t) = 1 
where m(t) =[8πG/3H
2
(t)] m(t) and t)=[c
2
/3H
2
(t)]effWriting the evaluation of eq 
(3) for t=0 – that is z=0 - for the fits to eq (3) coming respectively from the Late and 
Early epochs, and equating, I find 
(4)   m + v =πG] (H
2
0,L – H
2
0,E) 
where I have inserted m = m0
L
 - m0
E
 and v =v
L 
- v
E
, where m0
L
 and m0
E
 are the 
mass densities (of all matter) fitted for t=0, as “seen” from the Late and Early epochs 
respectively. Then eq (4) relates directly the changes in m0 and v to the measured 
quantities H0,L and H0,E.  
Despite the v is promoted by the m, and v is related to the mass mx of the putative 
emerging new particle, no obvious other relation can be written, because the number 
density of such emerging particle cannot be evaluated in the present context. It is 
reasonable however to neglect m in consideration of the fact that, after the Early 
emergence of the new particle, it got quite diluted in the expansion from z =1100 to z=0 
[6].  
As v is positive the particle would be a boson. I insert in eq (4) the values given in [1] 
for H0,L and H0,E , namely H0,L = 74 km s
-1
 Mpc
-1
 and H0,E = 67.4 km s
-1
 Mpc
-1
, and I get 
v = 1.7 10
-27
 kg. Now eq (1) can be used for the single unknown mx; nx, already of 
O(1) would contribute at ¼ power, so I take nx=1. Using Mathematica I get mx ~ 5.3 
10
-39
 kg, that is mx ~ 3 meV. This is obtained for the value of  proposedin [4], namely 
 ~ 3 10-25 GeV. Varying  by more than 5 orders around the above value, I get that mx 
does not vary more than 10%. 
3. Discussion and conclusion.  
As said above the regularization mass scale  is the only parameter not understood in an 
obvious way, apart the proposal in [3] taken up again in [4]. However, as seen just 
above, the mx comes out to be quite insensitive to the actual value of. Still the issue of 
the method to evaluate  remains matter of debate.  
It may be objected that all the reasoning to obtain mx is made within in a context, which 
concerns the evaluation of the vacuum energy density induced by SM particles only, and 
thus may be inconsistent . However a boson in the meV range may well be an axion. 
Quoting from the Conclusions of ref [7] “In many theoretically appealing ultraviolet 
completions of the Standard Model axions and axion-like particles occur automatically. 
Moreover, they are natural cold dark matter candidates. Perhaps the first hints of their 
existence have already been seen in the anomalous excessive cooling of stars and the 
anomalous transparency of the Universe for VHE gamma rays.” 
 
So on one hand I am allowed to use the procedure I followed here, and on the other hand 
I find that the value I indicate for mx is within limits for cosmological axion masses, as 
given in [7], although in the upper range. In particular papers therein quoted provide 
predictions for post-inflation QCD axions in a mass ranges up to some 4 meV. A few 
proposals for experiments to detect axions up to the meV range appeared recently in 
[8-9].  
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